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The Corridor Concept and
Cumulative Impact
The concept of a pipeline corridor from the
North was first enunciated by the Government
of Canada in the 1970 Pipeline Guidelines. In
1972, these Guidelines were expanded. The
Expanded Guidelines for Northern Pipelines (to
which I shall refer as the “Pipeline Guidelines”)
were tabled in the House of Commons in June
1972, and they form the cornerstone of
Canadian policy with regard to the construction
of northern pipelines. The Inquiry is bound by
Order-in-Council, P.C. 1974-641 March 21,
1974, under which it was established, to
consider the proposals made by the pipeline
companies to meet the specific environmental
and social concerns set out in the Pipeline
Guidelines.
The significance of the corridor concept to
this Inquiry relates to the consideration of
impact and cumulative impact. The Pipeline
Guidelines assume that, if a gas pipeline is built,
an oil pipeline will probably follow it, and they
call for examination of the proposed gas
pipeline from the point of view of cumulative
impact. We must consider then, not only the
impact of a gas pipeline, but also the impact of
an oil pipeline – in sum, the impact of a
transportation corridor for two energy systems.
The government’s corridor policy is
plainly spelled out in the Pipeline
Guidelines:
In view of the influence of the first trunk
pipeline in shaping the transportation corridor
system and in moulding the environmental and
social future of the region, any applicant to build
a first trunk pipeline within any segment of the
corridor system outlined in 1. above must provide with [its] application:
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i) assessment of the suitability of the applicant’s
route for nearby routing of the other pipeline, in
terms of the environmental-social and terrainengineering consequences of the other pipeline
and the combined effect of the two pipelines; ...
ii) assessment of the environmental-social
impact of both pipelines on nearby settlements or nearby existing or proposed transportation systems.... [p. 10]

The assumption in 1970 was that an oil
pipeline would be built first, and a gas pipeline
would be likely to follow it; ever since the
Pipeline Guidelines were issued in 1972, the
assumption has been that a gas pipeline would
come first and that an oil pipeline would be likely
to follow it. Now we have before us proposals by
Arctic Gas and Foothills to build a gas pipeline.
The influence of a gas pipeline on the
development of an energy corridor and in
moulding the social, economic and
environmental future of the North will be
enormous. The Pipeline Guidelines call for a
consideration of the environmental and social
impact of a gas pipeline and an oil pipeline, as
well as of the combined impact of the
construction of both pipelines along the corridor.
That policy ramifies throughout the Inquiry’s
consideration of the environmental and social
issues that arise along the whole route. However,
the corridor will not be simply a corridor for gas
and oil pipelines. The Pipeline Guidelines
envisage that the corridor may eventually include
roads, a railroad, hydro-electric transmission
lines and telecommunications facilities.
There are real limits to our capacity to forecast
the impact of such a corridor. The Pipeline
Guidelines are principally concerned with the
impact that gas and oil pipelines will have in the
North. The Inquiry has, therefore, largely limited
itself to a consideration of the impact of these

energy transportation systems. But sometimes it
has been necessary to consider the impact of
pipelines in relation to other transportation
systems. For instance, what if a haul road had to
be built along the Arctic Coastal Plain of the
Northern Yukon? Or to what extent will the
capacity of the existing fleet of tugs and barges on
the Mackenzie River have to be augmented? Or
to what extent will hunting from the Dempster
Highway have to be restricted to enable the
recommendations of this Inquiry to be carried
out? We cannot make an intelligent assessment of
the impact of a gas pipeline unless we do so in the
light of the cumulative impact of the corridor.
Of course, the gas pipeline itself will be a
multi-stage project involving considerations of
cumulative impact. The gas pipelines proposed
by Arctic Gas and by Foothills can be expected
to be looped. Looping is the process of
progressively increasing the amount of gas that
can be transported by the pipeline system; a
second (or third) pipeline is built beside the first
in sections or loops from one compressor station
to the next. This means that construction along
the gas pipeline right-of-way can be an ongoing
or repetitive process and can involve cumulative
impacts over and above those resulting from the
project that was originally proposed.
The importance of considering the impact
of a gas pipeline in the light of cumulative
impact along the corridor is obvious. This
importance can be illustrated by reference to
gravel, which is in short supply in the North.
Arctic Gas estimate that the gas pipeline will
require 30 million cubic yards of gravel and
other borrow materials within Canada and
North of 60. Mackenzie Valley Pipeline
Research Limited estimated the gravel
requirements for an oil pipeline at 42 million
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cubic yards. It would be foolish to consider the
impact of the borrow requirements of a gas
pipeline without taking into account the gravel
requirements of an oil pipeline, as well as those
of other regional and local projects. Substantial
amounts of borrow materials will be required
for gas plants and gas-gathering systems in the
Mackenzie Delta, for the completion of the
Mackenzie Highway and the Dempster
Highway, and for airports, not to mention the
needs of communities along the route. Gravel
provides a quite straightforward example of
cumulative impact. There are many other
examples, some of them by no means as
straightforward, that I shall be dealing with in
this report.

The Northern Yukon
Corridor and the
Mackenzie Valley Corridor
It should be borne in mind that there are two
proposed corridors: one across the Northern
Yukon and another along the Mackenzie Valley.
The following passage from the Pipeline
Guidelines makes this plain:
The Government of Canada is prepared to
receive and review applications to construct one
trunk oil pipeline and/or one trunk gas pipeline
within the following broad “corridors”:
i) Along the Mackenzie Valley region (in a
broad sense) from the Arctic coast to the
provincial [Alberta] boundary;
ii) Across the northern part of the Yukon
Territory either adjacent to the Arctic coast or
through the northern interior region from the
boundary of Alaska to the general vicinity of
Fort McPherson, and thus to join the
Mackenzie “corridor”; ... [p. 9]

Arctic Gas propose to build a pipeline from
Alaska that would use the corridor across the
Northern Yukon as well as the corridor along
the Mackenzie Valley. Foothills propose to
build a pipeline that would use only the corridor
along the Mackenzie Valley.
Arctic Gas propose to transport only Alaskan
gas in the corridor across the Northern Yukon,
and to transport both Alaskan and Canadian gas in
the Mackenzie Valley corridor. Under the
Foothills proposal, the Mackenzie Valley corridor
would be used to carry only Canadian gas.
Since 1972, as mentioned above, the
Government of Canada has assumed that a gas
pipeline along either of these corridors would
probably be followed by an oil pipeline. That
assumption is a sound one: once a gas pipeline is
built across the Northern Yukon, there will be
every reason for an oil pipeline carrying
American oil to follow the same route. You may
ask, is not the trans-Alaska pipeline to carry
American oil to the Lower 48? The Alyeska
pipeline was built to deliver oil to the western
states, but the United States still has severe
shortages of oil in the midwest and the east. And
there are great petroleum reserves in northern
Alaska, especially in Naval Petroleum Reserve
No. 4 lying to the west of Prudhoe Bay. The
urgency of bringing oil from northern Alaska to
the markets in the Lower 48 that need it most is
obvious. If a gas pipeline and energy corridor
were already in place across the Northern Yukon
and along the Mackenzie Valley, it is quite likely
this corridor would be the route of choice.
Once a gas pipeline is built along the
Mackenzie Valley, it is likely that in the
future an oil pipeline will follow. Oil has in
fact been found in the Mackenzie Delta
region. It is said that discoveries of oil in the

Mackenzie Delta and the Beaufort Sea do not
justify an oil pipeline today. Nonetheless, while
the proven reserves of oil in the Mackenzie Delta
region have not yet reached threshold levels, they
may do so in time. In any event, it is obvious that
if present or future exploration programs reveal
large reserves of oil under the Beaufort Sea, the
call for an oil pipeline from the Delta to the midcontinent will be made once again.
I think all of this demonstrates the wisdom of
the Pipeline Guidelines, which insist that there
should be an examination of the impact of an oil
pipeline along with the gas pipeline. Any
attempt to dismember the policy and to assess
the impacts piecemeal, along either the
Northern Yukon corridor or the Mackenzie
Valley corridor, should be resisted.

The United States’ Interest in
the Corridor
The Arctic Gas pipeline, if it is built, would
provide a land bridge for the delivery of
Alaskan gas across Canada to the Lower 48.
The implications of this prospect, from the
point of view of Canadian policy in the North,
should be borne in mind.
The corridor across the Northern Yukon
will be an exclusively American energy
corridor. The Mackenzie Valley corridor,
under the Arctic Gas proposal, will be an
American energy corridor as much as it is a
Canadian energy corridor. The United States
will have an interest in the scheduling of
pipeline construction in Canada and, when the
pipeline is built, in seeing that it remains safe
and secure, because it will be carrying
Alaskan gas in bond to the Lower 48. It will
be an energy lifeline for the United States,

Trans-Alaska pipeline and gravel haul road.
Sideboom tractors lower pipe into ditch. (Alyeska)
Stockpile of drill pipe. (NFB-McNeill)
Drill rig in the Delta. (Arctic Gas)
Mackenzie Highway right-of-way beside
Mackenzie River. (J. Inglis)
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extending across the Northern Yukon, across
the Mackenzie Delta, along the Mackenzie
Valley, and then through Alberta, Saskatchewan
and British Columbia to the Lower 48. It will
supply gas to a complex of industries and urban
centres in the United States. The Americans will
be dependent on the continuous supply of gas,
and the gas being transported from Alaska will
be their own gas. Moreover, the United States
wants the pipeline to begin to deliver that gas as
soon as possible.
There are, of course, pipelines that cross
United States territory and carry oil and gas to
Canadian markets: the Interprovincial pipeline,
which delivers western oil to Ontario; the
Portland-Montreal pipeline, which delivers
offshore oil to Quebec; and the Great Lakes
Transmission Company pipeline, which
delivers gas to Ontario. All of them pass
through the United States. But these
connections cannot be compared in magnitude
or impact to the Arctic Gas proposal. They are
not pipelines reaching some 2,000 miles from a
distant frontier.
The consequences of such American interest in
the pipeline are of special concern to the Inquiry.
The impact of the pipeline, so far as northern
peoples and the northern environment is
concerned, will be largely within Canada (the line
from Prudhoe Bay to the Alaska-Yukon border is
only 200 miles long, whereas the line from
the Alaska-Yukon boundary to the Northwest
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Territories-Alberta border is 1,000 miles long).
The native people’s concern over when a
pipeline is built, the environmental concern
over where it should be built, and the
stipulations for protecting the people and the
environment apply largely in Canada. The
United States cannot be expected to be as
concerned as Canada with the seriousness of the
social and environmental impact of the pipeline
along its route. This difference, coupled with
the Americans’ rather more urgent need of gas,
might result in pressure to complete the pipeline
without due regard to the social and
environmental concerns in Canada. The risk is
in Canada. The urgency is in the United States.
A pipeline 2,200 miles long (in Canada) is a
highly vulnerable artery. What measures might
have to be taken to forestall an interruption of
delivery – an interruption that would affect vital
Canadian interests, but even more tellingly,
vital American interests? There may be real
possibilities for misunderstanding and tension
between our two countries, notwithstanding our
long history of good relations. These
considerations deserve the attention of the
Government of the United States as well as of
the Government of Canada. It may be that they
are not at all daunting. But they should still not
be overlooked.
A treaty between Canada and the United
States will not cover all possibilities. It will,
of course, define the rights of our two

governments with regard to the pipeline and to
the gas being transported in that pipeline. And it
will establish the ground rules for the
transportation of Alaskan gas across Canada to
the United States. It cannot do more. I say this
because a treaty, although it will regulate the
conduct of our two governments, will not
necessarily regulate the conduct of the two
countries’ citizens.
The implications for our relations with the
United States of the building and maintenance of
the proposed gas transmission system deserve
careful consideration by all Canadians. We are
not simply considering a proposal to build a
pipeline on an isolated frontier. We are
considering, in the Arctic Gas proposal, the
establishment of an international energy corridor
that will cross some 2,200 miles of Canadian
territory, opening up wilderness areas that are
among the most important wildlife habitat in
North America. It will cross lands that are
claimed by Canada’s native people, a region
where the struggle for a new social and economic
order and political responsibility is taking place.
It seems to me the question of whether or not
there should be a corridor to carry vital energy
supplies from Alaska through the heartland of
Canada to the Lower 48, is at the threshold of the
decision-making process. If Canadians decide
that there is to be such a corridor, then we must
also consider when it should be established and
what route it should follow. These are questions
Canadians must decide for themselves.
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Early northern development; clockwise from top:
Dawson City at the height of the Klondike Gold
Rush, July 4, 1899.
A wood-stave pipe used to carry water to Klondike
placer mines.
Plank road on the ice across the Peace River, part of
the Alaska Highway, 1942.
US soldiers lay logs for corduroy road, Alaska
Highway, 1941.
Inspector cheeks weld in Canal pipeline,
Mackenzie Mountains, 1944.
(Public Archives of Canada)

